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TIME MANAGEMENT AS A TOOL TO BE EFFECTIVE
Time management for the modern person is the central concept of any system of personal efficiency and productivity. The pace of our life, the intensity of learning activities make it difficult to achieve important goals. It does not matter whether it is job promotion, raising a child or creating your own business project. We assume that every person needs help in overcoming procrastination, which determines the relevance of our chosen topic research. Setting goals by priorities, allocating time for specific tasks is what we learn ourselves from our own experience. But few people think about the fact that there is, so many methods and techniques, how to be effective by using them in their studies or work. 
The English scientist and philosopher Francis Bacon wrote - “Choose the time correctly is to own life.  Lateness is devastating. ” In our opinion, this is indeed the case, because we are in the habit of putting everything off till the last minute. The results and our effectiveness very often let us down, because we are sure at this moment that we could achieve more. This study, in our opinion, will bring something new into the life of students and open up new “secrets” how to be effective. 
As an object we will consider time management techniques. 
Subject of our research is the use of students control techniques in Petrozavodsk technical school of urban economy.
The goal of our work is to evaluate the importance of time management for modern students and to identify how they use and save their own time resource. 
The main tasks will be: 
·	analysis of the theoretical foundations of time management; 
·	identification of time management methods; 
·	investigation of the loss of own time factors; 
·	identify students with problems with the organization of their time and the impact of time management on their performance; 
·	suggest some ways to help students organize their time wisely. 
Our hypothesis is that students organize their time incorrectly and not knowing the simplest methods of time management. If you organize your time incorrectly it would be used ineffectively. 
	The date of birth of time management is unknown. There was no such a person who would declare: “Today I invented the basics of time management.” The first written records of attempts to control time belong to Lucius Annei Seneca.
	The history of time management had a continuation during the industrial revolution, which began in Britain in the 18th century and then spread throughout the world. Until that time, people were engaged in subsistence farming, crafts, etc. Time management methods depended heavily on natural forces, so it was not possible to plan things. Their effectiveness depended on the longitude of the day, precipitation, season, tides, etc.
“Time management” is the process of organizing and planning how to divide your time between specific activities. 
The benefits of using time management techniques are enormous:
	Greater productivity and efficiency.

A better professional reputation.
Less stress.
Increased opportunities for promotion.
	Good studying results.
	Greater opportunities to achieve important life and career goals.
Failing to manage your time effectively can have some very undesirable consequences:
	Missed deadlines.

Inefficient work flow.
Poor work quality.
	A poor professional reputation and a stalled career.
	Higher stress levels.

Adopting good time management techniques in your life isn’t about squeezing as many tasks as you can into your day. It’s about simplifying how you work, getting things done faster, and doing things better. By doing so, you’ll have more time for play, rest, and doing the things you love. Don’t try to work hard, invest in working smarter.
There are many various technics that you can apply in your life. We are going to talk only about several of them.
#1 Organize Work Around Energy Levels
Productivity is directly related to your energy level. Find your most productive hours — the time of your peak energy — and schedule Deep Work for those periods. 
For example if you are a morning person, do your most critical work when you get in the office. After lunch, your energy might crash a bit so it’s a great time to clean your desk, clean emails or if you are a student write a plan for the day or run through the deadlines. Here are working and studying periods and itssignificans:
Monday: Energy ramps out of the weekend — schedule low-demand tasks like setting goals, organizing, and planning.
Tuesday, Wednesday: Peak of energy — tackle the most difficult problems, write, brainstorm, schedule your Make Time.
Thursday: Energy begins to ebb — schedule meetings, especially when consensus is needed.
Friday: Lowest energy level — do open-ended work, long-term planning, and relationship building.
#2 Prioritize Tasks
You want to prioritize your “true tasks” first, the tasks that actually move the needle of your goals. To help you find them, use a productivity hack called the Eisenhower Matrix (appendix 1).
#3 Set Time limits
You become more productive when you allocate a specific amount of time to complete a specific task. That’s why we create deadlines.
Here’s an example:
You have to review and reply to an email, a task that normally takes you around 20 minutes. Reduce the time available to 10 minutes, set a countdown timer and work as hard as you can to beat it.
#4 Break Down Big Tasks
Break down big tasks into smaller ones to avoid procrastinating and help you stay on track to achieve your final goal. Never put a huge project down as just one to-do on your list. Instead, put bit-sized to-dos that you can do one at a time. Take it “bird by bird”.
#4 Deligate
Using the Eisenhower Matrix, you’ll find that some tasks are urgent but not important. When that’s the case, the best you can do is find someone who can complete these tasks for you. You don’t have to do everything yourself. Delegating or outsourcing some tasks can be a great way to multiply your efforts and get more done. Delegate or outsource urgent but not important tasks to multiply yourself and keep you focused on the most important work.
Here are the top things you need to know to delegate efficiently:
	Find to the right person: whoever you’re delegating the tasks to should have all the necessary skills and is capable of doing the job;
	Provide clear instructions: write down the tasks in a step-by-step manual be as specific as possible;
	Define success: be specific about what the expected outcome is and the deadline to have the task completed;
	Clarity: have the tasks explained back to you and offer clarification when something is unclear, rewriting the specifications if needed.

#5 Gadgets
Students use their gadgets all the time. They use technology mostly for entertainment. But there are a lot of ways of applying gadgets for being productive and economizing on time and our effort. 
In order to find out whether the students of Petrozavodsk technical school of urban economy know such a phenomenon as time management and its techniques we have conducted a pole. In the pole took part 70 students of technical specialties. Aged from 18 to 22.
The questions of the conducted pole you can find in the appendix 2.
According to the pole 56% of the interviewed heard that time management is connected with organizing your time correctly but also quite big percent of the students (27%) declared that they have never heard about such a phenomenon. 68% acknowledges the importance of using time management techniques and only 4% thinks that they have whole life ahead and do not need to plan anything. As for spare time activities 81 percent of students choose watching films and serials for about 4-6 hours a day. We suppose that it is a huge indicator of incorrect time management. Though if there would be a possibility of delegating their tasks 60% of the students would prefer to ask somebody to do the task for them, if the chosen person is competent in this.
Only 34% of the interviewed use year planners or smartphone calendars to highlight the most important events. Judging by the time management techniques it is counterproductive to hold your tasks in the head.
And 32% of the students use gadget apps to manage their time. This indicator could be much higher especially because we live in the modern society.
Basing on the pole results we would like to suggest some modern apps for students to be productive and use their smartphones not only for sitting in the instagram. There are useful apps that can help students to save their time and effort in some cases. Here are some of the modern and helpful time management apps:
	Rescue Time — Use your time wisely

	Runs securely in the background on your computer and mobile devices.

Tracks time spent on applications and websites, giving you an accurate picture of your day.
Gives you detailed reports and data based on your activity.
Block distracting websites by choosing an amount of time to focus and RescueTime will block those websites.
Set alerts to let you know when you spent a certain amount of time on an activity.
	Remember The Milk — Keep on top of all your tasks

	Get to-dos out of your head, and let the app remember for you

Get reminded via email, text, IM, Twitter, and mobile notifications
Share your lists and give tasks to others to get things done faster
	Focus Booster – Boost motivation to complete tasks

It will empower you to maintain focus and manage distractions. Stay focused and fresh to get more done. Discover work/life balance. Finish your work more quickly and thoroughly, breaks will keep you fresh and reports will measure progress and productivity to help you find areas for improvement.
	Forest – Look as a tree will be growing according to your accomplishments
Whenever you want to focus, plant a tree.

The tree will grow in the following time.
The tree will be killed if you leave this app.
	Any.do / S.Graph – for making plans and notes

Keep track of your progress. Add smart reminders so you never forget a thing. With beautiful themes and turbo-charged features, you’re guaranteed to save time and achieve great things.
	ControlYourSelf – to get rid of bad habits

	The application is developed on the basis of a score system. You specify the habit and its priority, and the higher it is, the more points will be written off for failure. Every day you get one point, for each breakdown points. On the chart you can see your progress. You have a perfect chance to get rid of your interfering habits.
	SleepCycle – to analyze your sleep

	This alarm analyzes your sleep cycle and wakes you up at the most appropriate time during a 30-minute period, including the time you set, so that you will always rise in a fresh and cheerful mood
	Puzzle Alarm Clock – to be sure you get up in the morning

	To turn off the melody, it offers several options for action: solving puzzles, mathematical problems, unpleasant flash flicker and for especially difficult cases a fine for each transfer of alarm time!
	Google Fit – to analyze your day physical activity

It is a physical activity tracking service. It will allow you to collect the necessary statistics of activity and monitor all indicators using sensors. The program keeps track of how much you have gone, ran, or rode a bicycle and counts calories burned.
Whoever you are, whatever you do, you want to achieve something. This contributes to organization. Not having the ability to manage your time, you can either deal with overcoming problems, then deal with a crisis situation and end the day without doing almost anything. Time management means to be better prepared to cope with unexpected situations that can cross out the day of any person.
Starting the study, we hypothesized that students do not know the methods of time management and therefore do not properly organize their time. The results of the survey, a comparative analysis of the use of free time by students fully confirmed this hypothesis. Students lose valuable time watching TV, visiting social networks, and playing computer games. The confirmed hypothesis showed a bleak picture of the inability of students to manage their time. That is why we decided to include in our project information about smartphone apps that can help to facilitate the learning process and in general to be more productive. The apps can monitor their day achievements, sleep and physical activity.
We suppose that this study will help students to take the first steps in understanding the science of time management. And it is necessary to do this, because as the research has shown if you do not plan your day the time would be left without control and simply escape from you.
We will continue our research in this field and apply some of the learned techniques on the students and in our life.
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Appendix 2
The pole questions
1) Time management is:
a) time management
b) methodology
c) management organization
d) never heard of such a term
2) Do you realize the importance of proper organization of your time?
a) Yes, of course.
b) I didn’t think about it.
c) No, I have a whole life ahead of me.
3) How many hours do you spend on sleeping?
a) Less than 3-4 hours
b) 5-6 hours 
c) 6-7 hours 
d) more than 7 hours
4) How much time do you spend on watching TV (movies and TV shows) or in the social networks per day?
a) Less than an hour
b) 2-4 hours
c) 4-6 hours
d) more than 6 hours
5) Do you clean the house every day? 
a) yes 
b) no, once every couple days 
c) no, once a week 
d) even less often
6) How much time do you spend on studies?
a) almost do not attend classes
b) 1.5 hours 
c) 1.5 - 3 hours 
d) more than 3 hours
7) On what do you spend your free time? (you can choose several options):
a) reading books; 
b) watching movies / TV shows; 
c) walking; 
d) skating rink, skiing, football, etc .; 
e) communication with parents; 
f) shopping; 
g) classes in sections, circles; 
h) handicraft; 
i) help about the house
j) _________________
8) What will you do if you understand that you do not have time to meet any work (studding) deadline?
a) I will ask for the help a person who is competent in this
b) I will ask for help from someone.
c) I won't do it at all
d) I will do everything myself, but later
9) Do you use notebooks / notepads / diaries to record your plans?
a) Yes, every day 
b) I only record cases for a month 
c) There is a calendar for the year where I mark important events. 
d) I do not use at all
10) Do you use any apps on your phone to save your time?
a) Yes, all the time ______________
b) Only the most basic types ___________
c) No, I do not know any

